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ABSTRACT 

This paper addresses how the current changes in climate and economic landscape affect the focus 

of engineers and scientists in managing the abundant but finite water resources. The important 

concept of sustainability where the delicate balance between human needs and protection of the 

environment is further stressed in light of emerging advanced technological platforms. The critical 

need to embrace these emerging platforms through multi-disciplinary approaches is highlighted 

through selected research projects covering management of water resources and water demand; 

innovative treatment of municipal and industrial wastewater; bioremediation of contaminated soil; 

potential exploitation of bioenergy. The paper concludes on the need for scientists and engineers to 

adopt both advanced technological platforms and multi-disciplinary approach towards providing 

innovative and sustainable solution to current and future problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The changing economic landscape from agriculture-, manufacturing- and service-based 

towards knowledge- and innovative-based economies had inflicted significant and in some cases 

irreversible impacts on the carrying capacity of the environment as a life supporting system. The 

exponential population growth, rapid advancement in technologies and the increase in affluence of 

the population in the developed and rapidly developing economies had been the main cause of the 

deterioration of the environment. The increase in pollutant load onto the environment had led to 

several global phenomena such as the release of what is currently classified as emerging or priority 

pollutants rendering serious hazards to the biotic environment and emission of greenhouse gasses 

leading to global warming and climate change. 

 

2. ENVIRONMENTAL MILESTONE: A REVISIT 

The shift in economic focus globally and the undeniable evidences of climate change had 

significantly affected the concepts and approaches adopted by engineers and scientists in providing 

services and solving environmental problems with the main aim of improving the quality of life for 

human (mostly measured through economic gains).  These changes in approaches to include 

environmental importance are shown in Table 1. In the last two decades intense focus was accorded 

to carbon and ecological footprints. Carbon footprint is an indirect measure of human activities 

while the ecological footprint measures the impact on the environment. More efforts were focused 

on Quantitative Sustainability Assessment in order to have a better estimate of the carbon and 

ecological footprints. 

 

Table-1. Changes in concepts and approaches to address environmental problems over the last five 

decades 

Concept or Approach Timeline 

Cost Benefit Analysis  

Matrix Selection of Components  

Sustainability Index  

Life Cycle Analysis  

Ecological and Carbon Footprint  

Quantitative Sustainability Assessment  

Platforms of advanced and integrated technologies including social security   

1970’s 

1980’s 

1990’s 

1990’s 

1990’s 

2000’s 

2010’s 

 

Currently, it is essential that engineers and scientists embrace advanced technologies such as 

nanotechnology, biotechnology, bioinformatics and ICT as the basic platforms in seeking solutions 

to the present and future problems. In addition to the cutting edge technologies, it is essential that 

engineers and scientists take into consideration not only the economic well being of the society but 
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also their psychological and emotional needs. The decision makers are now more attuned to these 

needs than just the technological capability and the economic needs of the society.  

 

3. SUSTAINABILITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT  

Economic development and well-being of society is simply not possible without a sustainable 

environment. For example, no industry can exist if there is no adequate supply of water in terms of 

both quantity and quality. The well being of the environment depends very much on the 

sustainability of the planet to maintain the natural circulation of fresh air, fresh water and fertile 

land. The sustainable presence of these three basic elements is critical to the survival of the diverse 

flora and fauna, including human. Whilst there is no denying that development in sciences and 

technologies had contributed tremendously to the well being of the society. It is also undeniable 

that development had to some extent impaired the life supporting capability of the planet. 

Engineers and scientists must not look upon development and environment as contradicting 

components of societal needs. Instead, both components need to be viewed as the two opposite 

sides of a coin. The coin has no value if it is only imprinted on one side. Similarly, the services or 

solutions provided to society are of no value if the technologies or approaches adopted did not 

adequately balance the need for development and ensuring sustainability of the environment. 

 

4. THE NEW BASIC KNOWLEDGE PLATFORM 

The basic tool or knowledge for engineers and scientists had been based on the fundamental 

sciences of physics, chemistry and biology. These are then supported by the mathematical and 

computing tools which over the last three decades had made significant changes in scientific and 

engineering practices. In the last decade, focus was given to new platforms of emerging 

technologies founded on nano-sciences, molecular biology and bioinformatics. The emergence of 

these technologies must not only be taken advantage of but also efforts must be made to ensure that 

they are guided towards green applications rather than accelerating the deterioration rate of the 

environment. These new platforms of knowledge are founded based on multi-, inter- and trans-

discipline approach. It is now imperative that the training of young scientists and engineers adopts 

this approach. In addition, the continuous professional development of scientists and engineers 

must also incorporate a dose of this multi-disciplinary approach in addressing technological and 

environmental problems. 

 

5. INNOVATIVE R & D  

In the age of innovative-based economy, engineers and scientists need to have strong 

fundamental knowledge not only in determining the root cause of an environmental problem but in 

developing creative and innovative solutions with a full understanding how the propose solution 

affects other components of the environment. The proposed solution must address issues such as; 

 whether high or low technology is appropriate 

 whether costs associated to the solution is affordable by society 

 whether the efficiency and effectiveness is acceptable 
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The implication of choices related to the above issues must be fully understood. 

Furthermore, the following factors must be considered in seeking and proposing a solution; 

 understanding of the fundamental mechanism that is governing the process 

 material availability 

 benefits to be transferred to or enjoyed by socity 

 costs to society in terms of economics, environment and psychological well-being 

An illustration of how these factors are taken onboard in selected innovative research projects 

related to water resources management and bioremediation will be illustrated in the following 

sections.  These innovative research projects are characterised by the multi-, inter-, and trans-

disciplinary approach. 

 

6. APPLICATION OF HYDRO-ECONOMICS IN WATER RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT   

To date, sustainable water development and management is crucial in order to maintain  

ecological, environmental and hydrological integrity [1, 2]. Integrated water resource management 

that takes into considerations the interactions of physical, environmental, socio-economical, 

political and legal components is essential to the sustainability of the water resources besides 

sustaining the social and economic developments [3]. There is a pressing need to incorporate the 

short and long term demands as well as the socioeconomics and regional development in current 

and future water resource management [4-6].    

Conventionally the management and planning process was dominated by top down supply 

management issues that focus on raw water quality and water supply issues [7, 8]. As time 

progress, management of water resources have embraced and incorporated more socio-economic, 

hydro-economic and psychological aspects in order to achieve sustainable decision making [7, 9]. 

For example, by applying the hydro-economic model, economic concepts can be included into the 

water resource management models thus making it an indispensible tool for conducting integrated 

water resource management (IWRM) [10]. The hydro-economic model accounts for the regional 

scale aspects of hydrology, engineering, environmental and economics of the water resources 

within a coherent framework [11]. 

Application of the hydro economic model includes the in-stream inter sectoral allocation and 

water use, water supply engineering, groundwater and surface water expansion, water market, 

trans-boundary management, climate change and land use management. In-stream uses include 

hydropower, navigation and recreation while off-stream uses are usually consumptive such as 

irrigation, agricultural activities or urban supply. To allocate water efficiently, in-stream flow 

values must be incorporated into the allocation process [12, 13]. However, economic 

representations are limited in the context of the environmental water uses application.  

Water supply, engineering infrastructure and capacity expansion uses economic criteria for 

evaluation. One of the advantages of optimization is that it enables an analysis of water supply 

infrastructure marginal value to be ascertained [14]. It is possible to optimize the use of 
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groundwater conjunctively with the rest of the water resource system, through the hydro-economic 

models as the potentials for groundwater can be highlighted [15, 16].  

Water markets usually are being regulated by institutions that impose constraints to protect 

against environmental degradation or externalities through secondary economic effects. Modelling 

various constrained markets can helps identify more effective and beneficial arrangements for the 

regional economy. Water management models that consider economic criteria tend to contradict 

theories on looming regional or global water conflicts since they provide a blue print for 

collaboration and adaptability that can transform trans-boundary conflict towards collaboration 

[17]. Drought and climate change place special stresses on water systems. Hence, hydro-economic 

models may provide insights into flexible operations schemes that decrease negative effects of 

increased water scarcity or other changes. Besides, land use management applications with the help 

of the geographical information system and other modelling tools such as the Bayesian network 

incorporating the changes of climate can be developed as a new generation of hydro-economics 

model [18]. The development of a hydro-economic model incorporating hydrological models and 

water demand models can be used to manage the mismatch between the available water resources 

and the demand for treated water.  

 

7. TREATMENT OF MUNICIPLE AND INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER  

Rapid industrial development, both locally and globally has increased the amount of effluent 

containing heavy metals that is being released to the environment. In most wastewaters, the 

concentration of heavy metals present is much larger than the permissible limits and therefore, 

requires treatment. Conventional methods for heavy metals treatment include chemical 

precipitation, ion-exchange, electro-dialysis, membrane filtration and adsorption [19]. However, 

these treatments are ineffective or expensive in most cases, especially when heavy metals ion 

concentration in aqueous solution is in the range of 1 to 100 mg/L [20]. Moreover, the sludge 

produced by such treatment modalities only serves to add further burden the environment. 

The drastic increase in both volume and type of agricultural wastes has become a burgeoning 

problem in the wake of population growth. According to United Nations Environment Programme 

[21], 140 billion metric tons of agricultural waste is generated every year globally. Agricultural 

wastes take the form of residual stalk, leaves, roots, husk, nut, waste wood and animal waste [22, 

23]. In general, agricultural waste is carbon rich as it contains high amounts of cellulose, lignin, 

pectin and tannin. Applying the concept of sustainability and sustainable technology, this widely 

available, renewable and virtually free agricultural waste can become an important resource 

through reuse and recycling. Although there is an emerging trend on the utilization of agricultural 

waste for biofuel and biochar technologies, agricultural waste is still largely under-utilized and left 

to rot or openly burned in the fields, especially in developing countries. 

Agricultural waste management and sustainable heavy metals treatment technology are still 

major gaps to be filled, as it is usually treated as out of sight is out of mind. There is a lack of 

awareness in looking for sustainable heavy metals treatment technology by using agricultural waste 

for treatment and metals recovery. The challenge, therefore, is to generate revenue from the 

recovered materials and develop a sustainable heavy metals treatment technology.  

An alternative method of treating heavy metal waste is through the use of under-utilized 

agricultural waste with biosorption. It is a passive physical-chemical process that binds heavy 
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metals ions from aqueous solutions to molecules on non-living biological material called 

biosorbent. This process offers advantages of low cost, being effective for dilutes effluent, 

minimum chemicals usage and reduced toxic sludge generation [24]. Furthermore, biosorbent has 

advantages over live and immobilized micro-organism remediation techniques as it does not 

depends on nutrient availability, toxicity tolerance and metabolic activities [25-27]. 

There is a wide choice of biosorbent in respective countries which showed that waste from 

agriculture and industries have high potential to be exploited as biosorbent. The selection criteria of 

a sustainable biosorbent are availability, cost, removal effectiveness, ion selectivity, the non-toxic 

nature of the material, reusability and biodegradability [28, 29]. Ideally it should be available 

locally and in large quantity, at low cost from waste materials requiring minimum processing. One 

of the materials that have we have studied is Pleurotus ostreatus spent mushroom compost 

(PSMC). This lignocellulosic material is a waste that is widely available from mushroom farms in 

Malaysia and the disposal of PSMC is currently handled by open burning or converted onto low 

commercial value organic fertilizer in order to reduce cost of solid waste disposal. 

Cost of heavy metal removal with this biosorbent is estimated to be six times lower than the 

use of ion exchange resin of similar heavy metal removal performance [30]. The biosorbent can be 

reused and biosorbents are degradable, thus it is environmental sustainable. Application of 

biosorbent is divided into two categories, namely, batch reactor treatment and continuous flow 

column. Batch reactor treatment is easily operated and usually used to screen biosorbents. 

Meanwhile, continuous flow column shows better process control and recovery study. 

If chemical treatment is preferred, an alternative, sustainable treatment that can be utilised is 

the use of biologically produced sulphide to remove heavy metal from industrial wastewater. 

Currently most industries that deal with heavy metals and sulphide in their effluent are treating 

their waste stream separately, each with a specific method to remove heavy metals and sulphide. 

Chemicals are required to effectively remove these contaminants. Thus, treating multiple streams 

of waste incur additional operational and maintenance cost. 

Biologically produced sulphide can replace this industrial-sourced sulphide. To produced 

sulphide biologically, one need not look far as municipal wastewater is a good source of sulphate, 

which will undergo reduction to sulphide with the help of sulphate reducing microorganisms if 

subjected to anaerobic condition.  

The use of biologically produced sulphide solves two treatment issue; one for the heavy metal 

contaminated wastewater, and the other, municipal wastewater. There is continuously supply of 

municipal and industrial wastewater as long as the plant is operational. The sulphide which is a 

nuisance to the sewer system and environment can be used to actually solve problem of other 

industries. The sulphide produced from biological processes is used to react with heavy metal and 

forms metal sulphide precipitates Therefore, heavy metal and sulphide will be both removed from 

the wastewater. 

The precipitates formed can be disposed off in landfill. Thus, instead of separately removing 

both compounds from the wastewater, chemicals wastes from both streams can be mixed in an 

engineered reactor for mutual treatment. 
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8. BIOREMEDIATION OF PAH CONTAMINATED LAND  

The presence of contaminated land is of concern in most developed countries due to scarcity of 

uncontaminated and arable land for new development as well as public health concerns. With the 

increasing population and the pressure for a more sustainable urban development, a framework for 

management provisions which adopt sustainability treatment practices for contaminated land was 

formulated by the Department of Environment (DOE), Malaysia. Remediation is usually 

considered after assessment has been made, possibly improving the area through removal or 

reduction of contaminants.  

However, one must ensure that all potential impacts of the remediation are taken into account. 

Risk-based land management approach is the overall guiding principle for the contaminated land 

management framework.  This approach ensures that the site is fit for purpose, that the environment 

is protected and that long term care is an important factor.  

Industrial production of chemicals as well as their inappropriate use, improper disposal and 

accidental leakage has resulted contamination of many areas. Among man-made substances that 

cause ecotoxicological problems area are a variety of aromatic compounds such as halogenated  

aromatic compounds, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and BTEX compounds (benzene, 

ethylbenzene, toluene and three isomers of xylene). 

Physical treatment method such as solidification has been successful in removing pollutants 

from soil in a very short time. However these processes are highly expensive. Meanwhile, 

application of ozonation as chemical treatment method using anaerobically digested sludge has 

been used to improved the PAH removal rate with the addition of hydrogen peroxide [31]. 

However, reduction of PAH by strong oxidizing agent such as ozone, Fenton’s reagent and 

hydrogen peroxide is becoming worse as by-products of incomplete oxidation may produce toxic 

metabolites. Besides, they and can be costly especially on large scale applications [32]. 

Alternatively, biological treatment method utilizes microorganism is one of the economical 

ways for the in-situ treatment of hydrocarbon contaminated soil as it avoids dealing with physical 

and chemical treatments. In the bioremediation process, the microorganism such as bacteria and 

fungi will breakdown or/and mineralize organic pollutants through a complex enzyme reaction and 

redox process into simple and less hazardous compounds. Some of the native soil micro-floras have 

exhibited potential in degrading PAHs compounds. Nevertheless, the degradation of PAH through 

this natural attenuation have several limitation such as insufficient on quantity and quality of 

indigenous strains that are needed to break down the chemical stability of PAHs. Besides, the long 

time taken from natural attenuation may cause risk to the environment [33]. 

Studies indicated that the use of a competent microbes have efficiently facilitated and sped up 

the bioremediation of matrices co-contaminated with hydrocarbons [34]. Thus to overcome the 

problems, potential identified hydrocarbon degrader was inoculated into the contaminated soil. 

Studies to identify the potential degraders of pollutants under non-indigenous condition have 

widely been investigated either in liquid and soil media. Under this condition, complete 

degradation of PAH was observed in liquid culture medium [35]. Yet, low bioavaibility of 

pollutants to bacteria due to strong sorption of pollutant to soil often resulted incomplete 

degradation of pollutants in soil media [36, 37]. 

The use of chemical surfactant can substantially enhance the bioavailability and therefore the 

biodegradability of PAHs. However, chemical surfactants have been used to some extent with 

some concerns.  Apart from the high cost associated with chemical surfactants, there are concerns 

on the residue remaining on site after the remediation process [38].Therefore, biosurfactants have 

considerable potential for surfactant enhanced remediation application because biosurfactants are 

naturally occurring, can be synthesized from renewable sources, have lower toxicity, higher 

biodegradability and better biocompatibility to many contaminated sites. Biosurfactant extracted 

from microbes have recently received much attention because their potential to become a green 
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technology alternative to conventional surfactants due to their biodegradability, low toxicity, 

renewable nature and functionality under extreme condition [38, 39].  

Apart from this, the incomplete biodegradation of pollutants can be overcome with the 

combination of biological and chemical treatment. Currently, deploying zero valent iron (ZVI) to 

remove organic and inorganic pollutants from the environment has drawn scientists’ attention as 

ZVI (Fe
0
) can replace the conventional oxidizing agent, ozone [40, 41]. ZVI has shown potential to 

generate hydrogen peroxide and Fenton reagent through series of reduction/oxidation (redox 

reaction) process. The corrosion of ZVI will release Fe
3+

 ion which will be useful as electron 

acceptor in anoxic condition in submerged soil area and as nutrient source for bacterial growth. 

ZVI which can be obtained as waste material of iron scrap from the iron manufacturing sectors can 

be an economical and effective materials in treating pollutants. 

 

9. RENEWABLE ENERGY THROUGH WASTEWATER TREATMENT   

The world can no longer rely on fossil fuel for energy as this form of energy is causing 

extensive pollution to the environment [42]. In addition, rapid depletion of fossil fuel also adds to 

the pressing need for renewable energy. Thus, all forms of alternative energies which are clean, 

renewable and sustainable need to be explored. This has led researchers amongst others to embark 

on studies on development of Bio-Electrochemical System (BES) [43-45].  

A Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) is a new method for generating electricity while simultaneously 

treating wastewater. An MFC is a bioreactor which utilizes living bacteria to catalyze fuel 

oxidation while degrading the organic matter in the waste stream [46]. Unlike Chemical Fuel Cell 

(CFC) which uses catalyst to speed up the oxidation process, MFC is more economical and 

environmental friendly. 

A typical MFC consists of an anodic and a cathodic chamber. The organic matter from the 

substrate or wastewater placed in the anodic chamber is oxidized by the bacteria, causing electrons 

and protons to be generated in the process. The electrons are transferred to the cathodic chamber 

via an external circuit while the protons are transferred through a salt bridge or diffused through a 

Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM). The end result of the overall reaction is the degradation of the 

organic matter and the production of electricity [47, 48]. At the anode chamber, the substrate acts 

as the electron donor (ED) while the anode (electrode) is the electron acceptor (EA). At the cathode 

chamber, the cathode (electrode) is the electron donor whereas the oxygen is the electron acceptor. 

The performance of the MFCs in generating electricity and its efficiency in treating wastewater 

is affected by multiple parameters [44, 45, 48, 49]. One of the parameters considered is the 

susbtrate used. Numerous studies on the various types of wastewater as renewable sources for 

electricity generation had been reported, including industrial wastewater [47, 49-51]. Effluent from 

the palm oil processing industry had been identified as one of the major threats to the environment 

due to its very high organic content. Since this industry is one of the major economic contributors 

to Malaysia, efforts must be made to explore how the wastes can be effectively treated or used in a 

manner that is beneficial to the industry and the environment. The use of Palm Oil Mill Effluent 

(POME) in Microbial Fuel Cells (MFCs) would be advantageous as the organic matter can be the 
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source of electron donor for the MFCs. Such an application would not only contribute to electricity 

generation but simultaneously treat the POME which will be less harmful to the environment.  

 

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is a difficult task to balance societal need for development and the need to sustain the 

environment as a life supporting system of the planet. Engineers and scientists have accept the 

current and future challenges in order to ensure the sustainability of both the environment and the 

society. Two major changes are needed in the training and practices of scientists and engineers. 

First, the need to adopt advanced technologies as the basic knowledge platform in solving 

environmental related problems. Second, the need to understand and embrace multi-, inter- and 

trans-disciplinary approaches in solving current and future problems. Most important of all, the 

solutions provided must not only be feasible from the technological and economics point of view 

but it must also address the psychological and emotional well being of the society. 
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